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“Y

ou ever see any Brazilians up here Jerry?” Jad
shouted to be heard. We were crouched on
a sandy island, the tannin dark waters of the
Kabalebo roaring over an evil looking rapid,
big enough to swallow a dugout. Impenetrable triple canopy
rose steeply from the banks and cicadas shrieked over
the thundering river. “No,” Jerry growled, and a wild look
darkened his features, “But if they ever come here looking for
gold, they’ll wish they never had...I’ll dynamite them.” Jad, a
war photographer turned travel writer, gave me a brief grin,
as though he’d calculated Jerry’s response. The guide had
already turned back to the river, busy catching piranha.
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Preservation
of the wild
By: Tate Zandstra
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Jad Davenport, a National Geographic photographer, had
come here in search of El Dorado, a legendary city which had
driven countless explorers and marauders into the jungle.
The enigmatic city of gold never was discovered, but rumor of
it’s existence had in a way sealed the fate of South America
during the colonial era. Greed for gold may have begun the
cycle of invasion, but desire for land and goods supplanted it.
The multiethnic nation of Suriname is part of that legacy, as
we were to discover.
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lifestyle
“It all had to do with the safety offered by the rapids.” Evan told Jad and I as he led us
through the small Saramaccan village of Pikenslaay. We were on the Kabalebo’s lower
reaches, just past the first sets of big rapids, having travelled by motorized dugout. “The
slave masters couldn’t bring their ships past the rapids, so the runaways made their
villages upriver from them.” Evan, an American, was the last Peace Corps worker left
with the Saramaccas, descendants of West African slaves brought here by the Dutch.

Perfect for growing sugar cane and rich in
gold, Suriname was once an important piece
of the Dutch colonial empire. The slaves
were able to slip away at night, so the story
goes, while their owners were distracted
by the seductive dances of the women, and
hack little villages from the forest because,
according to Evan, Surinamese jungle isn’t
that different from African jungle.
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“That escaped slave mentality is still so strong” Evan continued, “The most valuable
items you can own are cooking pots and machetes, because without those, you just
can’t survive in the jungle...now you see brand new pots hanging on people’s walls;
it’s a sign of wealth, it’s their ‘bling bling’.” More than a century after the end of slavery,
Saramaccans still grow their crops some miles from the village, believing that if they
are ambushed at one or the other, they may have time to salvage something before
escaping deeper into the jungle. They prefer as well, it seems, to live off the grid,
hunting and gathering, fishing in the river and growing subsistence crops of cassava,
banana, maize and rice.
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Upriver from the Saramaccans live Amerindians. They
exist to varying degrees as they always have; in small
villages and hunting camps. Gathering wild fruits and nuts,
raising hunting dogs, and growing little crops of cassava
which they chew, spit into a pot, and allow to ferment. The
result is a tepid, mildly fizzy, mildly alcoholic beer which
everyone, children included, drinks all day. Cassava forms
the basis of near everything else as well; through a labor
intensive process, women grind the root on a stone then
hang it in a woven tube, weighted at the bottom, squeezing
the moisture out. The muck is then dried into a flour and
cooked as bread.
The Indian villages we visited were much like the
Saramaccan ones; they were poor, but obviously well aware
of the outside world. I was most interested in the possibility
that somewhere in the vast roadless interior jungle lived
uncontacted tribes. To have a chance of meeting them, if
they existed at all, we had to go much further upriver.
photography: Tate Zandstra
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Delicious
and
Jad and I traveled past the populated lower stretches of river, our bushplane
bouncing down on a grass runway at Nature Resort Kabalebo, an eco lodge where
guests might see a twenty foot anaconda or a jaguar lurking on the edge of the
grounds. Here we met Jerry, the Dutch, Chinese, Amerindian jungle guide, a
frontiersman type who lived to hunt and fish, and meant to protect the jungle from
the gold prospectors, loggers and poachers who threatened it.
Jerry wasted no time in getting us out of the eco lodge, the furthest upriver human
outpost on the Kabalebo, where ordinary tourists fly to experience the real, raw
jungle during hikes, boat tours, and maybe a furtive swim with the piranha schooling
in the river. We grabbed a dugout canoe, a couple of Jerry’s best Saramaccan
rivermen, and motored upstream. Jerry oversees the resort’s operations, but he’ll
jump at a chance to get upriver to Uncle Piet, his hunting and fishing camp.
The ride took only a half day, but it was remarkable. Traveling, you’ll hear a lot
about how places used to be. How you could walk across this bay on the backs of
fish, or how that forest was so full of tigers you couldn’t expect to survive a night.
The interior of Suriname is that place still. A baited hook must wait mere seconds to
be bitten, oftentimes by huge, demonic looking abyssal creatures. Macaws shriek
through the treetops and wading birds patrol the shallows. Little groups of capybara,
one we saw with fresh jaguar claw wounds, forage the banks, and black caiman lurk
among the branches of fallen trees. The jungle is palpably wild, but it is because it
is unpopulated, at least for the moment, that all this remains.
A day upriver from the Uncle Piet camp we encountered those violent rapids. The
rivermen tried to charge the boat through, but it was too dangerous. No one wanted
to think about the 40 miles we must journey through piranha thick river, or dense,
jaguar haunted jungle back to the lodge if we lost our boat. The rapids was as far
upriver as we would get, which was fine. It would be fine if that was as far as anyone
got. Ecotourism can help protect wild places, but it also changes them. To truly fulfill
their goal, places like Nature Resort Kablalebo must not only make preservation
lucrative, but set a limit to their own impact.
True to it’s El Dorado mystique, Suriname is in the midst of a gold rush. On the
flight out, we saw the battle line drawn by industry against the vast expanse of
jungle. The contrast was sharp; bauxite pit mines the size of towns chew at the
jungle and ruler straight new roads cut through the wilderness like lasers. Jerry said
that the Chinese want to build a road to the Amazon river. What would follow would
be illegal logging, poaching and mining in the exposed interior.
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The fabulous wealth of El Dorado may not be gold, but green; a vast wilderness
unmarred by man. Will Suriname, newly independent and yet to decide it’s place in
the world, come to the same conclusion, or will industry win out? With luck, Jerry
and those like him will have enough influence to sway the young government to
embrace preservation of the wild, rather than exploitation thereof. Perhaps there are
still unknown tribes wandering the jungle, living as hunter gatherers in this modern
age. Hopefully, we’ll never find out.
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